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Synthesis

How important is it?

Home visiting programs are a type of prevention strategy that provides a range of structured services to young children and their family in a home-setting environment and from a trained service provider. These structured services include case management, referrals to existing community services, parenting and child education and social support to pregnant women among others. Although most home visiting programs are voluntary, some states and communities highly encourage participation by families with risk of maltreatment. Over the last two decades, a growing number of home visiting programs have been implemented in developed and developing countries. Examples of programs in Canada and the United States include Parent as Teachers, Nurse Family Partnerships, Early Head Start, and Healthy Steps, whereas Educate Your Child, The Roving Caregivers, and Madres Guías are examples of programs found in Latin America and in the Caribbean.

Educate Your Child (Cuba) is a non-institutionalized, community- and family-based program available to Cuban children under the age of six years old and pregnant women. Service providers offer individualized care to children and demonstrations of stimulation activities to parents during in-home sessions. Positive impacts on children’s socio-emotional and motor development have been found following participation to the program. The program methodology has been adapted in different countries, including Ecuador, Chile, Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia and Guatemala.

The Roving Caregivers (Caribbean countries) is an early childhood development and family support program available to at-risk Caribbean children under the age of three years old. Service providers make regular visits to families to provide a range of services, such as direct support to children and their families, quality care and attention, better health and nutrition and preschool preparation. Children who participated in the program showed improvement in terms of cognitive development, expressive language, visual perception and overall school readiness.

Madres Guías (Honduras) is one of the most comprehensive community- and home-based programs available to children from birth to age four or six years old and to pregnant women living under the poverty line in municipalities with the highest rate of mortality and malnutrition in Honduras (Central America). Madres Guías (i.e., mother guides) provide prenatal education, newborn screening, early stimulation, parental education and support, nutrition services and basic education. Materials used for child and/or parental training are all adapted to the communities’ language and sociocultural conditions.

Although home visiting programs differ from each other in terms of targeted population (children with disabilities, teen mothers, at-risk families), providers (professionals, paraprofessionals, volunteers), activities and schedules, they all share the same objective, which is to support children’s healthy growth and development. More specifically, the main goals of most home visiting programs are to improve parents’ child-rearing beliefs, knowledge and ability to provide a positive environment for their children. By reaching out to
families and caregivers who would not otherwise seek support services, these programs have the potential to
improve parenting skills and to reduce short- and long-term adverse outcomes for child’s health and
development.

What do we know?

An increasing number of researchers have evaluated the efficacy of home visiting programs over the years.
Results from these studies suggest a differential effect depending on the outcome of interest. While participation
in several home visiting programs is effective at improving children’s cognitive and behavioural outcomes (e.g.,
Early Head Start, The Nurse Family Partnership and The Infant Health and Developmental program), few home
visiting programs have been able to significantly improve pregnancy outcomes and reductions in child
maltreatment have been found for some models, but not for others. With regard to the impact of home visiting
programs on maternal depression, evidence from recent studies suggests that some components help to
improve child’s health and development and mothers’ sensitivity to child cues. That said, mothers with major
depressive disorder who receive In-Home Cognitive Therapy (IH-CBT) in combination with home visiting
services usually experience a larger decrease in depressive symptoms in comparison to those receiving home
visiting alone, but it also is clear that many home visitors need additional training or supports to address
maternal depression.

In addition to being influenced by the outcome of interest, the efficacy of home visiting programs is dependent
upon the population targeted, providers and home visit content. Home visiting programs are generally more
effective when services are provided to the neediest subgroups in a population (e.g., parents living in poverty,
with psychological difficulties or children with disabilities) and when participants are fully involved in the
intervention. Furthermore, larger positive effects of home visiting programs are usually found when nurses
and/or other professionals deliver services to families instead of paraprofessionals. By having the required
qualifications through training, supervision and monitoring, professional home visitors have access to a greater
amount of resources and support, in turn allowing them to provide high quality services to families and to
sustain implementation of home visiting programs with a high degree of fidelity over time. With regard to home
visit content, home visiting programs tend to be more effective when services are comprehensive in focus,
implement the program model with rigour, and when they target families’ multiple needs. Finally, home visiting
programs that promote high quality parent-child relationships and combined with high-quality early education
programs are most likely to result in better school readiness outcomes for children.

What can be done?

In order to accurately measure the efficacy of several home visiting programs, a comprehensive assessment
that includes measures of multiple child and family outcomes at various points in time should be favoured.
Similarly, given that the effectiveness of home visiting programs tends to differ among the population targeted, it
would be useful to collect information about the impact of these programs on various population subgroups.
This information would help researchers to further determine which dimensions of home visiting programs can
be adapted for different contexts and populations without threatening the program’s effectiveness and fidelity to
the model.

Further research is also needed to identify program components and the threshold of dosage and duration of
services necessary to produce the greatest long-term positive effect. Another area of research that warrants
further examination is the impact of maternal depression on home visiting programs’ effectiveness. Advances in
research would not only help providers to have a better understanding of the way depression severity and its
course interacts with program elements to bring about positive or negative outcomes, but it may also help home
visitors to receive better training that support their work with mothers who have significant depression. As such,
home visitors are encouraged to learn, through supervision and coaching, when and how maternal depression
and/or other psychosocial risk factors need to be addressed and in which circumstances they should make
referrals to mental health professionals.

Finally, one way to improve long-term participation to home visiting programs would be to integrate them into a
broad and diversified system. More research is needed to understand how participation in home visiting
programs in the early years of life serves to encourage high-risk parents to take advantage of early education
programs available to them that can further support children’s school readiness outcomes.
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Introduction

Home visiting programs are designed and implemented to support families in providing an environment that promotes the healthy growth and development of their children. Programs may target their services to families and caregivers who are at a particular disadvantage when it comes to establishing and maintaining such an environment. They may also focus on families in which the child is more vulnerable than the typical child because of health or developmental concerns.

Subject

Home visitation is a type of service-delivery model that can be used to provide many different kinds of interventions to target participants. Home visiting programs can vary widely in their goals, clients, providers, activities, schedules and administrative structure. They share some common elements, however. Home visiting programs provide structured services:

1. in a home setting;
2. from a trained service provider;
3. in order to alter the knowledge, beliefs and/or behaviour of children, caregivers or others in the caregiving environment and to provide parenting support.

Home visits are structured in some way to provide consistency across participants, providers, and visits and to link program practices with intended outcomes. A visit protocol, a formal curriculum, an individualized service plan, and/or a specific theoretical framework can be the basis for activities that take place during home visits. Services are delivered in the living space of the participating family and within their ongoing daily routines and activities. The providers may be credentialed or certified professionals, paraprofessionals, or volunteers, but typically they have received some form of training in the methods and topical content of the program so that they are able to act as a source of expertise for caregivers. Finally, home visiting programs are attempting to achieve some change on the part of participating families—in their understanding (beliefs about child-rearing, knowledge of child development), and/or actions (their manner of interacting with their child or structuring the environment)—or on the part of the child (change in rate of development, health status, etc.). Home visiting also may be used as a way to provide case management, make referrals to existing community services, or bring information to parents or caregivers to support their ability to provide a positive home environment for their
Problems

Data about the efficacy of home visiting programs have been accumulating over the past three decades. Recent projects have used randomized designs, with multiple data sources and outcome measures, and longitudinal follow-up. These studies have generally found that home visiting programs produce a limited range of significant effects and that the effects produced are often small.\(^5,6\) Detailed analyses, however, sometimes reveal important program effects.\(^7\) For example, certain subsets of participants may experience long-term positive outcomes on specific variables.\(^8,9\) These results and others suggest that in assessing the efficacy of home visiting programs, it is important to include measures of multiple child and family outcomes at various points in time and to collect enough information about participants to allow for an analysis of the program effects on various types of subgroups.

Other difficulties when conducting or evaluating research in this area include ensuring the equivalency of the control and experimental groups in randomized controlled trials (RCTs),\(^10\) controlling for participant attrition (which may affect the validity of findings by reducing group equivalence) and missed visits (which may affect validity by reducing program intensity),\(^11\) documenting that the program was fully and accurately implemented, and determining whether the program’s theory of change logically connects program activities with intended outcomes.

Research Context

Because home visiting programs differ in their goals and content, research into their efficacy must be tailored to program-specific goals, practices, and participants. In general, home visiting programs can be grouped into those seeking medical/physical health outcomes and those seeking parent-child interaction and child development outcomes. The target population may be identified at the level of the caregiver (e.g., teen mothers, low-income families) or the child (e.g., children with disabilities). Some programs may have broad and varied goals, such as improving prenatal and perinatal health, nutrition, safety, and parenting. Other programs may have narrower goals, such as reducing the incidence of child abuse and neglect. Program outcomes may focus on adults or on children; providers frequently cite multiple goals (e.g., improved child development, parent social-emotional support, parent education).\(^12\)

In this chapter, we focus on the effectiveness of home visiting programs in promoting developmental, cognitive, and school readiness outcomes in children. The majority of home visiting services and research have focused on the period prenatally through 2 to 3 years and thus have not measured long-term impacts on school readiness and school achievement. However, more recent studies have examined the impact on these outcomes indirectly through changes in parenting practices and precursors to successful school success (i.e., positive behaviour outcomes including self-regulation and attention).

Key Research Questions

Key research questions include the following:

1. What are the short-term and long-term benefits experienced by participating families and their children.
relative to nonparticipating families, particularly for children’s school readiness skills and parenting to support child development?

2. What factors influence participation and nonparticipation in the program?

3. Do outcomes differ for different subgroups?

Research Results

A recent review of seven home visiting program models across 16 studies that included rigorous evaluation components and measured child development and school readiness outcomes concluded positive impacts on young children’s development and behaviour. Six models showed favourable effects on primary outcome measures (e.g., standardized measures of child development outcomes and reduction in behaviour problems). Only studies with outcomes using direct observation, direct assessment, or administrative records were included. Problems identified in a review over a decade ago still plague this field, however.

In most of the studies described, programs struggled to enroll, engage, and retain families. When program benefits are demonstrated, they usually accrued only to a subset of families originally enrolled in the programs, they rarely occurred for all of a program’s goals, and the benefits were often quite modest in magnitude.

Research into the implementation of home visiting programs has documented a common set of difficulties across programs in delivering services as intended. First, target families may not accept initial enrollment into the program. Two studies that collected data on this aspect of implementation found that one-tenth to one-quarter of families declined invitations to participate in the home visiting program. In another study, 20 percent of families that agreed to participate did not begin the program by receiving an initial visit. Second, families may not receive the full number of planned visits. Evaluation of the Nurse Family Partnership model found that families received only half of the scheduled number of visits. Evaluations of the Hawaii Healthy Start and the Parents as Teachers programs found that 42 percent and 38 percent to 56 percent of scheduled visits respectively were actually conducted. Even when visits are conducted, the planned curriculum and visit activities may not be presented according to the program model, and families may not follow through with the activities outside of the home visit. Finally, in a review of major home visitation research, Gomby, Culross, and Berman found that between 20 percent and 67 percent of enrolled families left home visitation programs before the scheduled termination date. Recent studies of Early Head Start also show that families with the greatest number of risk factors are the most likely to drop out.

Most notable, perhaps, is that the assumed link between parent behaviour change and improved outcomes for children has not received general support in research conducted to date. In other words, even when home visitation programs succeed in their goal of changing parent behaviour, these changes do not appear to produce significantly better child outcomes. One recent exception, however, was a study of the Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY) model with low-income Latino families showing changes in home parenting and better third-grade math achievement. Earlier evaluations of HIPPY found mixed results regarding program effectiveness. In some cohorts, program participants outperformed nonparticipants on measures of school adaptation and achievement through second grade, but these results were not replicated with other cohorts at other sites.
The review of home visiting programs described above included only studies using rigorous designs and measurement. However, a number of models did show significant impacts on child development and school readiness outcomes. The Early Head Start model used a randomized controlled trial design to study the impact of a mixed-model service delivery (i.e., center-based and home-visiting) on developmental outcomes at 2- and 3-year follow-up. Overall, there were small, but significant gains on cognitive development at 3 years, but not 2 years. Studies of the Nurse Family Partnership model followed children to 6 years and found significant program effects on language and cognitive functioning as well as fewer behaviour problems in a randomized controlled trial study. In addition, more recent evaluations of Healthy Families America have shown small, but favourable effects on young children’s development.

Mixed findings have been found on the effectiveness of home visiting programs to increase early identification of language delays. The Nurse Family Partnership model showed a significantly better detection rate of language delays, while one study of the Hawaii Healthy Start Program did not show evidence of preventing language delays or improving early identification.

A number of model programs were unable to document program impacts on parenting and home environment factors that are predictive of children’s early learning and development through control group designs. An evaluation of Hawaii’s Healthy Start program found no differences between experimental and control groups in maternal life course (attainment of educational and life goals), substance abuse, partner violence, depressive symptoms, the home as a learning environment, parent-child interaction, parental stress, and child developmental and health measures. However, program participation was associated with a reduction in the number of child abuse cases.

A 1990’s evaluation of the Parents as Teachers (PAT) program also failed to find differences between groups on measures of parenting knowledge and behaviour or child health and development. Small positive differences were found for teen mothers and Latina mothers on some of these measures. More recent randomized controlled trial studies with the Parents as Teachers Born to Learn curriculum do find significant effects on cognitive development and mastery motivation at age 2 for the low socioeconomic families only. A randomized controlled trial of Family Check-Up demonstrated favourable impacts on at risk toddlers’ behaviour and positive parenting practices.

Randomized controlled trials have also shown that programs are more likely to have positive effects when targeted to the neediest subgroups in a population. For example, in the Nurse Family Partnership model children born to mothers with low psychological resources had better academic achievement in math and reading in first through sixth grade compared to their control peers (i.e., mothers without the intervention with similar characteristics).

The largest randomized trial of a comprehensive early intervention program for low-birth-weight, premature infants (birth to age three), the Infant Health and Development Program, included a home visiting component along with an educational centre-based program. At age three, intervention group children had significantly better cognitive and behavioural outcomes and improved parent-child interactions. The positive outcomes were most pronounced in the poorest socioeconomic group of children and families and in those who participated in the intervention most fully. The Chicago Parent-Child Center Program also combined a structured preschool program with a home visitation component. This program found long-term differences between program
participants and matched controls. Participating children had higher rates of high-school completion, lower rates of grade retention and special education placement, and a lower rate of juvenile arrests.\textsuperscript{32} Another example showing more intensive programming has larger impacts is the Healthy Steps evaluation showing significantly better child language outcomes when the program was initiated prenatally through 24 months.\textsuperscript{33} These studies suggest that a more intensive intervention involving the child directly may be required for larger effects to be seen.

Conclusions

Research on home visitation programs has not been able to show that these programs have a strong and consistent effect on participating children and families, but modest effects have been repeatedly reported for children’s early development and behaviour and parenting behaviours and discipline practices. Programs that are designed and implemented with greater rigour seem to provide better results. Home visitation programs also appear to offer greater benefits to certain subgroups of families, such as low-income, single, teen mothers.

Implications

Programs that are successful with families at increased risk for poor child development outcomes tend to be programs that offer a comprehensive focus—targeting families’ multiple needs—and therefore may be more expensive to develop, implement, and maintain. In their current state of development, home visitation programs do not appear to represent the low-cost solution to child health and developmental problems that policymakers and the public have hoped for.\textsuperscript{5} However, information that is accumulating about long-term outcomes and effective practices may lead to the development of replicable programs that are capable of producing modest but consistent and positive results for participating target families.

Regarding child development and school readiness outcomes, more recent studies show promise in impacting these outcomes indirectly through promoting positive parenting practices and home supports for early learning. As we learn more about the mechanisms for these impacts, both direct and indirect, research will demonstrate the most effective approach to link home visiting services and early childhood education and child care programs to more fully realize positive outcomes. For example, one possible reason the Nurse Family Partnership model produces such strong effects on child academic achievement relative to other program models is that children whose parents participated in the program were more likely to be enrolled in formal early childhood education programs between 2 and 5 years of age.\textsuperscript{24} For high risk families, home visiting programs can serve to encourage families to take advantage of preschool programs available to them and their children to further support school readiness outcomes.
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Introduction

Social and emotional problems in young children can be traced to mothers’ prenatal health, parents’ caregiving and their life-course (such as the timing of subsequent pregnancies, employment, welfare dependence). Home visiting programs that address these antecedent risks and protective factors may reduce social and emotional problems in children.

Subject

Home visiting has a long history in Western societies of being used to deliver services to vulnerable populations. In many European countries, home visiting is a routine part of maternal and child health care, although the practice is less established in Canada and the United States. Over the past 30 years, one of the most promising prevention strategies targeted at decreasing rates of child maltreatment has been to provide health services, parenting education, and social support to pregnant women and families with young children in their own homes. However, reviews of the literature on home visiting programs have been quite mixed.

Home visiting programs vary in their targeted populations, program models, and those who deliver the services. Most operate on the assumption, however, that parents’ prenatal health behaviours, care of their children, and life-course affect their children’s social and emotional development.

Problems

Prenatal tobacco exposure and obstetrical complications have both been implicated in the development of externalizing behaviour problems in children; there is now evidence that the impact of prenatal tobacco exposure is greatest in the presence of a specific genetic vulnerability.

Child abuse, neglect, and excessively harsh treatment of children are associated with both internalizing and externalizing behaviour problems and later violent behaviour, but again, the impact of child maltreatment on severe antisocial behaviour appears to be greatest in the presence of genetic vulnerability. Family
dependence on welfare, large families with closely spaced births, and single parenthood are all associated with compromised social and emotional development in children.\textsuperscript{5,6}

**Research Context**

While some meta-analyses of home visiting programs suggest that many types of home visiting programs can make a difference in reducing adverse outcomes such as child maltreatment and childhood injuries,\textsuperscript{14,15} meta-analyses can produce misleading results if there are insufficient numbers of trials of programs represented in the cross-classification of home visiting target populations, program models, and visitors’ backgrounds. For example, a review on prevention of maltreatment and associated impairment concluded that programs delivered by paraprofessional home visitors were not effective in reducing child protection reports or associated impairments whereas those delivered by nurses evidenced reductions in child maltreatment.\textsuperscript{8}

**Key Research Questions**

Understanding the impacts home visiting programs have had on children’s social and emotional development begins with identifying those programs that have affected antecedent risk and protective factors associated with child and emotional development in addition to specific social and emotional outcomes. Specifically, what home visiting program models show the greatest promise for improving pregnancy outcomes, reducing child abuse and neglect, and improving parents’ life-course and children’s social and emotional development?

**Recent Research Results**

*Improvement of pregnancy outcomes.*

Most trials of prenatal home visiting have produced disappointing effects on pregnancy outcomes such as birth weight and gestational age,\textsuperscript{9,16,17} although one program of prenatal and infancy home visiting by nurses has reduced prenatal tobacco use in two trials\textsuperscript{18,19} and has reduced pregnancy-induced hypertension in a large sample of African-Americans.\textsuperscript{20}

*Reducing child abuse and neglect and injuries to children.*

The program of prenatal and infancy home visiting by nurses, tested with a primarily white sample, produced a 48 percent treatment-control difference in the overall rates of substantiated rates of child abuse and neglect (irrespective of risk) and an 80 percent difference for families in which the mothers were low-income and unmarried at registration.\textsuperscript{21} Corresponding rates of child maltreatment were too low to serve as a viable outcome in a subsequent trial of the program in a large sample of urban African-Americans,\textsuperscript{20} but program effects on children’s health-care encounters for serious injuries and ingestions at child age 2 and reductions in childhood mortality from preventable causes at child age 9 were consistent with the prevention of abuse and neglect.\textsuperscript{20,22}

*Maternal life-course.*

The effect of home visiting programs on mothers’ life-course (subsequent pregnancies, education, employment, and use of welfare) is disappointing overall.\textsuperscript{10} In the trial of the nurse home visitor program described above, there were enduring effects of the program 15 years after birth of the first child on maternal life-course
outcomes (e.g., interpregnancy intervals, use of welfare, behavioural problems due to women’s use of drugs and alcohol, and arrests among women who were low-income and unmarried at registration).\textsuperscript{21} The effects of this program on maternal life-course have been replicated in separate trials with urban African-Americans\textsuperscript{20,23,24} and with Hispanics.\textsuperscript{18}

*Children’s social and emotional problems.*

An increasing number of home visiting programs have found beneficial program effects on infants’ attachment behaviours and classifications of attachment security.\textsuperscript{25-30} Attachment security is considered a reflection of the quality of parental caregiving and is associated with subsequent behavioural adaptation with peers.\textsuperscript{31}

The program of prenatal and infancy home visiting by nurses described above produced treatment-control differences in 15-year-olds’ arrests and reductions in arrests and convictions among 19-year-old females.\textsuperscript{32,33} In a subsequent trial with a large sample of urban African-Americans the program produced treatment impacts on 12-year-olds’ use of substances and internalizing disorders.\textsuperscript{34}

In the third trial of the nurse home visitor program, nurse-visited, 6-month-old infants born to mothers with low psychological resources (i.e., maternal IQ, mental health, and sense of efficacy) displayed fewer aberrant emotional expressions (e.g., low levels of affect and lack of social referencing of mother) associated with child maltreatment.\textsuperscript{18}

Finally, a Finnish trial of universal home visiting by nurses\textsuperscript{35} and two U.S. programs implemented by master’s degree-level mental health or developmental clinicians have found significant effects on a number of important child behavioural problems.\textsuperscript{36,37} Additionally, a paraprofessional home visitation program found effects on externalizing and internalizing behaviours at child age 2; however due to the large number of effects measured in this study, replication of the findings is warranted.\textsuperscript{38}

**Conclusions**

Few home visiting programs have improved pregnancy outcomes, parental life-course, child abuse and neglect rates, compromised caregiving, and children’s social and emotional problems. The programs with the greatest promise in affecting these outcomes have employed professional home visitors, with the strongest evidence coming from trials of programs using nurses. In a trial that included separate treatment groups of nurse and paraprofessional home visitors, the nurses produced effects that were twice as large as those of the paraprofessionals.\textsuperscript{18}

The program of prenatal and infancy home visiting by nurses has produced consistent effects on clinically significant outcomes in three separate trials with different populations living in different contexts and at different points in U.S. social and economic history. These results increase the likelihood that these findings will have applicability to a wide range of different populations within the U.S. today.

**Implications**

In spring 2010, the Health Resources and Services Administration and the Administration for Children announced the availability of funds for the Affordable Care Act Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home
Visiting Program. The program emphasizes and supports successful implementation of high-quality home visiting programs that have demonstrated evidence of effectiveness as defined in the legislation. Eight existing home visiting programs met the minimal legislative threshold for federal funding: Early Head Start, the Early Intervention Program, Family Check-up, Healthy Families America, Healthy Steps, Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters, Nurse-Family Partnership, and Parents as Teachers. In August 2011, the Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy built upon the government’s review by evaluating the extent to which programs implemented with fidelity would produce important improvements in the lives of at-risk children and parents. Through this review, one program was given a strong rating (the Nurse-Family Partnership), two were given medium ratings (Early Intervention Program and Family Check-up), and all other programs were given a low rating.

Effective programs, those with strong evidentiary standards and effective community replication, can reduce risks and adverse outcomes for fetal, infant, and child health and development. As policymakers and practitioners decide to invest in home visiting services during pregnancy and the early years of the child’s life, they should examine carefully the evidentiary foundations of the program in which they invest. Programs vary considerably in their underlying theoretical and empirical foundations, the quality of the program guidelines, and their likelihood of success.
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Introduction

Mental health problems (of which maternal depression is the most common) are highly prevalent in low-income women. This is unsurprising given that they are at elevated risk due to risk factors such as stressful life events, low social support, child care stress, marital difficulties and poverty.1,2 Children of depressed mothers, including those with subclinical depression, may experience a range of negative outcomes including developmental delays, cognitive impairments, and attachment insecurity.3,4 Given the large number of perinatal women they serve, home visitation programs are in a unique position to address maternal depression. In this chapter, we focus on recent research related to home visitation programs’ identification and response to maternal depression, identify gaps in this existing research, and provide recommendations for the practice and policy community on addressing maternal depression within home visitation.

Subject

Home visiting programs are common in developed countries reflecting efforts to optimize child development and maternal life course. A substantial social and financial investment has been made in these programs. Research has demonstrated that a large proportion of mothers served in home visiting suffer from mental health problems, with up to 50 percent experiencing clinically elevated levels of depression during the critical first years of their child’s development.5 There is evidence that many depressed mothers fail to fully benefit from home visiting.6 Identifying depressed mothers or those at risk for depression who are participating in home visiting, and treating or preventing the condition and its deleterious consequences, can improve program outcomes and foster healthy child development.

Problems

Depression in new mothers has profound and often long-term negative effects on parenting and child development. Depressed mothers are often overwhelmed in the parenting role, have difficulty reading infant cues, struggle to meet the social and emotional needs of their children, and are less tolerant of child misbehaviour.7 Offspring of depressed mothers, particularly if they are exposed to depression in the first year of life, are more likely to be poorly attached to their caregivers, experience emotional and behavioural dysregulation, have difficulty with attention and memory, and are at greater risk for psychiatric disorders throughout childhood.8 Home visiting focuses on fostering healthy child development by improving parenting and maternal functioning. To the extent that depressed mothers have persistent mood problems during participation in home visiting, they may benefit less from services and their children will continue to be at risk for poor outcomes. Moreover, one of the objectives of home visiting is to link mothers with other professional
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services in their communities, including mental health treatment. However, home visitors may not recognize the need for such a referral in depressed mothers, and, even when they are successfully identified and referred to mental health providers, few mothers receive effective treatment.6

Research Context

Despite the growing number of studies on the efficacy of home visiting, only recently has attention been paid to maternal depression. Research has been conducted to determine the prevalence of maternal depression among home visitation clients,9,10,11,12 with these studies reporting depressive symptom rates around 50 percent. A smaller number of studies have examined home visitation programs’ identification of maternal depression,9,11 and challenges related to programs’ identification and response.13,14 In recognition of the prevalence of maternal depression and home visiting programs’ limited response to this issue, interventions aimed at preventing and treating maternal depression have been developed.

Key Research Questions

There are three key research questions:

- First, how does maternal depression impact outcomes of interest in home visiting, including parenting, maternal life course, and child health and development?
- Second, what is the prevalence and course of maternal depression in the context of home visitation? A related issue is understanding the implications of elevated depressive symptoms versus diagnosis of major depressive disorder.
- Third, what is the best approach to preventing and treating depression in new mothers participating in home visitation programs?

Recent Research Results

Home visitation and maternal depression

To date, there is limited evidence that home visitation programs impact maternal depression. One randomized controlled trial comparing home-visited families with control participants who received other community services found a statistically significant difference in mean depressive symptoms at two years post-enrollment, but this contrast was nonsignificant at three years post-enrollment.15 A second study of Early Head Start found no differences in depressive symptoms between intervention and control group participants post-intervention, although a difference was detected at a longer-term follow-up prior to children’s enrollment in kindergarten.10 Other randomized controlled trial studies have not found effects of home visitation on maternal depressive symptoms.2,16,17

There is evidence that depression can have a negative impact on the effects of home visiting programs. Depression has been associated with negative views of parenting and limited knowledge of child development.18 In the Early Head Start Research and Evaluation Project,6 depressed mothers showed deficits in mother-child interaction and in obtaining education and job goals relative to those without depression. However, depressed mothers also showed gains in some aspects of engaging with their children during structured tasks. Duggan et al.19 found that depressed mothers with lower levels of attachment anxiety showed improvements in sensitivity to child cues relative to those with higher levels of attachment anxiety and those who did not receive home visiting. Research on the Nurse-Family Partnership
has consistently shown that mothers with low psychological resources, a construct that includes some symptoms of depression, benefit most from home visitation. Taken together, it is evident that depression affects home visiting outcomes in complex ways.

Identification and response to maternal depression

Home visitors typically do not identify or respond to maternal depression during the course of their home visits with clients. Several reasons appear to contribute to home visitors' lack of attention to maternal depression, including feeling they do not have appropriate training on approaches to discussing the topic with clients, perceptions that depressed clients are more difficult to engage, challenges in prioritizing discussion of poor mental health in the context of clients’ other pressing needs, and lack of clarity on the extent to which they should address maternal depression. Systematic screening and referral at time of home visitation enrollment can help identify women needing supports for maternal depression.

Treatment of maternal depression

Because depressed mothers rarely obtain effective treatment in the community, two approaches have been developed that provide treatment in the home. Ammerman and colleagues created In-Home Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (IH-CBT). IH-CBT is a structured and manual-driven approach that is provided by a master’s degree-level therapist. It is an adapted form of an evidence-based treatment for depression that has been modified for the home setting, addresses the unique needs of new mothers who are socially isolated and live in poverty, and engages the home visitor to facilitate a strong collaborative relationship in order to maximize outcomes for mothers and children. A recent clinical trial found that mothers with major depressive disorder receiving IH-CBT alongside home visiting, relative to those receiving home visitation alone, had lower levels of diagnosed major depressive disorder at post-treatment (29.3 percent vs. 69.0 percent) and at three-month follow-up (21.0 percent vs. 52.6 percent). They also reported larger drops in self-reported depressive symptoms, increased social support, lower levels of other psychiatric symptoms and increased functional capacity.

Beeber et al. conducted a clinical trial of interpersonal psychotherapy (IP) with 80 newly immigrant Latina mothers ages 15 years or older who were participating in Early Head Start. Depressed mothers were randomly assigned to IP treatment or a “usual care” condition. Treatment was delivered by psychiatric nurses who partnered with a Spanish interpreter. Eleven sessions were provided by the team, and five additional boosters were administered by the interpreter. Results showed significant drops in self-reported depression in the IP relative to the usual care group that were maintained at one month post-treatment.

Interventions to prevent maternal depression
Given the large number of home visiting clients at risk for developing clinical depression, Tandon and colleagues have adapted an intervention – the Mothers and Babies Course – for use in home visitation as a depression prevention intervention. Findings from a recent randomized controlled trial found that depressive symptoms declined at a significantly greater rate for intervention participants than usual care participants between baseline and one week, three months, and six months post-intervention, with the strongest effects found at six months post-intervention. Intervention participants were also less likely to have a depressive episode at six months post-intervention compared to usual care participants (14.6 percent vs. 32.4 percent), as assessed by a structured clinical interview.

Research Gaps

Research on depression in home visitation is still in its early stages. There is a need for theoretically-driven studies examining how maternal depression impacts mother and child outcomes in home visiting programs. The primary focus of this effort should be a better understanding of how depression severity and course interacts with program elements to bring about positive or negative outcomes. Relatedly, few studies have distinguished elevated depressive symptoms from the clinical condition of major depressive disorder. It is possible that such a distinction may be important for understanding how depression impacts home visiting and how it should best be addressed. Identification of moderating influences and mechanisms of change will guide the improvement of home visiting programs to better meet the needs of this population. Such program refinements will likely involve home visitor training and supervision, curricular changes, systematic screening and identification, and augmented approaches that seek to prevent depression or provide effective treatment to those already suffering from major depressive disorder. Regarding prevention and treatment, there is a dearth of information on long-term impacts of these program additions. Major depressive disorder is episodic, and relapse is common. As a result, prevention and treatment approaches that decrease relapse risk and/or increase the intervals between major depressive episodes over the long term hold the greatest promise to benefit mothers and children. Finally, there is a need to better understand how to disseminate empirically-supported prevention and treatment programs on a large scale and across different home visitation models.

Conclusions

Maternal mental health, in particular depression, in home visitation programs is a serious concern. Evidence suggests that depression is highly prevalent. Home visitors are often challenged when working with depressed mothers, have difficulty identifying depression, and struggle to link mothers to effective mental health treatment in the community. Research on the impact of depression on home visiting outcomes is mixed with some studies reporting negative results while others suggesting that depressed mothers may benefit from these programs. However, studies show that home visiting alone has little positive impact on maternal depressive symptoms. To the extent that mothers are depressed during home visiting, this factor is likely to have implications for child health and development. Several evidence-based approaches to preventing and treating depression have emerged. Although continued research is warranted, preliminary findings are encouraging and suggest that home visitation is an important setting in which to reach depressed mothers or those at risk for depression.

Implications for Parents, Services and Policy

Because depression is highly prevalent among women enrolled in home visitation, systematic multimodal approaches need to be employed to effectively and efficiently identify and respond to this issue. First, systematic screening should take place for every newly enrolling home visitation client. Reliable, valid and brief screening tools are readily available that can be integrated into programs’ standard intake processes.
Second, programs need to provide training for home visitors on how to address maternal depression during home visits. Home visitors should understand when and how maternal depression should be addressed and when they should make referrals to mental health professionals. Training should also provide guidance on balancing conversations about family-identified needs with discussions pertaining to maternal depression and other psychosocial risk factors that impair effective parenting. A premium should be placed on developing home visitors’ skills and assuring that these skills are used. The use of reflective supervision and coaching are two approaches that have been used effectively in other contexts to develop and maintain staff skills. Third, efforts to augment existing home visitation services with mental health interventions aimed at preventing and treating maternal depression should be further tested with rigorous research studies and scaled up as appropriate. Efforts should also be made to integrate preventive and treatment interventions within a single home visitation program so the full spectrum of women needing intervention for maternal depression is supported. In each of these recommended areas for policy and practice, multiple stakeholders (including home visiting staff and clients) must be involved to ensure the development of ecologically-valid approaches and secure community buy-in and ownership.
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Introduction

In 2010, 3.3 million referrals of alleged acts of maltreatment involving 5.9 million children were made to child protective services agencies in the United States. Almost 1.8 million reports were investigated, and of those, 436,321 were substantiated and 24,976 were found to be indicated (unsubstantiated, but with suspected maltreatment or risk of maltreatment). An estimated 1,560 children died because of maltreatment, with the highest rates of victimization in the first year of life – 20.6 per 1,000 children. Research demonstrates that outcomes for children who survive child maltreatment (defined as neglect, abuse, or a combination of the two) are poor, with performance below national norms in a range of outcomes areas, including psychosocial and cognitive well-being and academic achievement. The costs to society overall of these children not reaching their full potential and the lower than expected productivity of adult survivors of abuse are estimated at as much as $50-90 billion per year in the U.S. These findings underscore the need for strategies to prevent child maltreatment in order to improve outcomes for children, families and communities.

Subject

Prenatal, infant and early childhood home visiting is one strategy that holds promise for preventing child maltreatment. Home visiting involves a trained home visitor working with parents in the family home to enhance the parent-child relationship, reduce risks of harm in the home, and provide a supportive environment. Most home visiting programs are voluntary, and states and communities encourage participation by families with risk for maltreatment (for example, families where parents have low levels of education, live in poverty, single-parent households, and parents who themselves were involved in the child welfare system). Over the past 40 years, more than 250 home visiting models have been developed by researchers and service providers, ranging widely in their approach to staffing, curriculum, length of service delivery, and demonstrated effectiveness in reducing rates of child maltreatment. This chapter provides an overview of the evidence about the effectiveness of home visiting in preventing child maltreatment, identifies research gaps and discusses implications for key stakeholders.

Problems

It is challenging for states and communities to decide how to select home visiting models that are appropriate for their target populations and effective in preventing child maltreatment. Public officials and decisionmakers need information to help them select from the different home visiting models. In many instances, the quality of
The research is not sufficiently to draw conclusions about the effects of a given model on child maltreatment.  

One measurement challenge is that states have different reporting and investigation requirements that hinder comparisons of rates of child maltreatment. In general, the rates of substantiated child abuse and neglect and emergency room visits for injuries and ingestions are relatively low, which means that much of the research includes measures of risk for child maltreatment, such as harsh parenting (use of corporal discipline techniques), maternal depression, substance abuse and domestic violence, and protective factors such as a positive home environment and a high-quality parent-child relationship. Assessing these risk factors using administrative and observational data collection techniques can be costly, and, although less costly, parent reports may not be as reliable. Another challenge is the potential for surveillance effects. Surveillance effects refer to the potential for increased reporting on families who participate in child welfare system services or research because more professionals are working with families and may file reports of suspected abuse and trigger an investigation, increasing the likelihood of a finding for these families compared to those who do not participate.

**Research Context**

Research on child maltreatment has increased over the past 15 years and meta-analyses and reviews of the literature on the effectiveness of home visiting programs to prevent child maltreatment exist. However, until recently there was not a wide ranging systematic review of the evidence on home visiting. An effort launched in 2009 by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Home Visiting Evidence of Effectiveness (HomVEE), filled this gap by providing a systematic review of the early childhood home visiting research with particular attention to its applicability to the prevention of child maltreatment. The intent of the review was to assess the literature using pre-specified methodologies to identify and assess its quality. HHS used results of the review to identify which home visiting program models met requirements for evidence of effectiveness to guide state selection of models as part of a $1.5 billion federal initiative designed to increase the number of families and children served through evidence-based home visiting. The initiative is targeted at improving child and family outcomes, including decreasing rates of child maltreatment and improving parenting practices that may decrease risk for maltreatment. The nine national models that met the HHS evidence requirements as of October 2011 include Child FIRST, Early Head Start–Home Visiting (EHS–HV), Early Intervention Program for Adolescent Mothers (EIP), Family Check-Up, Healthy Families America (HFA), Healthy Steps, Home Instruction for Parents of Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY), Nurse-Family Partnership (NFP), and Parents as Teachers (PAT). As of July 2012, with completion of another round of the Home Visiting Evidence of Effectiveness reviews, three additional models met the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services evidence requirements, with detailed reports forthcoming. As summarized below for the nine models with full reviews available, not all demonstrated evidence of effectiveness in reducing child maltreatment and improving parenting practices.

**Key Research Questions**

This review is designed to address two research questions:

1. What is the evidence of effectiveness of home visiting to reduce rates of child maltreatment?
2. What is the evidence of effectiveness of home visiting to increase positive parenting practices associated
Recent Research Results

What is the evidence of effectiveness of home visiting to reduce child maltreatment?

The HomVEE systematic review of evidence found that there are studies of HFA and NFP that included measures of substantiated reports of child abuse and neglect. Although an NFP study conducted when children were 4 years old showed no effect, another study found reductions in substantiated reports of child maltreatment 15 years after enrollment. Across a number of HFA studies there was no evidence of near-term effects on substantiated reports, and there were no longer-term follow-up studies. One study of Child FIRST found positive effects on involvement with child protective services at three years. There are studies of Early Head Start–Home Visiting (EHS–HV), HFA, Healthy Steps, and NFP that measure effects on emergency room or doctor visits for injuries or ingestions but only NFP showed positive effects.

Studies of HFA showed mixed but mostly no effects on a parent-reported measure of a range of abusive parenting behaviours. Some studies showed positive impacts of HFA on parent self-reports of reductions in the frequency of neglect, harsh parenting in the past week, and other types of abuse.

What is the evidence of effectiveness of home visiting to increase protective factors associated with reductions in the risk of child maltreatment?

Seven of the nine models meeting the HHS evidence criteria have studies that report positive impacts on improving protective factors such as parenting practices and quality of parent-child interaction, and the safety and stimulation provided in the home environment (the study of Child FIRST did not include these outcomes and the Early Intervention Program for Adolescent Mothers studies did not show effects). Research demonstrates that NFP and PAT also have negative effects, such as program families having fewer appropriate play materials in the home than the comparison group families, using harsher discipline techniques and being less accepting of the child’s behaviour. The review also found that EHS–HV had positive effects on parent knowledge of infant development.

Research Gaps

Although there are studies of home visiting that report effects of child maltreatment on child and family outcomes, relatively few of them use rigorous methods that support drawing causal inferences about effectiveness. In fact, many studies of home visiting models that have a more early childhood education focus do not include measures of child abuse and neglect, rather they focus on risk and protective factors. Challenges to including measures of child maltreatment involve the complexity of obtaining consent from families and access to state child welfare records, the need for both short- and long-term follow-up to assess program impact, and concerns about the reliability and validity of parent or staff reports. Given the evidence that different types of home visiting may reduce maltreatment and increase protective factors, studies of home visiting should include measures of both.

The existing body of rigorous research has been conducted with relatively small sample sizes that do not allow for assessment of the impact of home visiting on child maltreatment for important race/ethnic, linguistic and
poverty subgroups. For example, an evidence review of home visiting program models targeted to American Indian and Alaska Native children and families found that of the three studies that demonstrated high levels of evidence of effectiveness, none reported outcomes separately for these children.  

Conclusions

Studies of home visiting’s effectiveness as an intervention designed to prevent child maltreatment demonstrate some promise, but compared to the number of studies conducted that measure child maltreatment, risk for maltreatment, or protective factors, there are far more findings of no effects than reductions in maltreatment and improvements in child and family well-being. Research also demonstrates variation in evidence of effectiveness across home visiting models, which means that the decision about which model to implement is important. State and local policymakers and funders can use evidence of effectiveness to help make decisions about which model(s) to implement depending on community needs.

Overall, the research on home visiting to prevent child maltreatment could be improved with use of rigorous methods, appropriate measures, longer follow-up periods, and inclusion of and reporting on important subgroups. New studies should be large enough to include assessment and reporting of impacts by important subgroups to improve our understanding of what works for which populations. Evidence-based decision-making requires high-quality evidence and an investment in the research pipeline.

Implications for Parents, Services and Policy

Given the limited rigorous research evidence on home visiting’s effectiveness to prevent child maltreatment, one potential impact of using an approach like Home Visiting Evidence of Effectiveness, which attaches state funding to the quality of the evidence, may be to increase the amount and quality of the child maltreatment prevention research conducted globally. Better research also may increase the use of evidence by service policymakers and service providers. Because the Home Visiting Evidence of Effectiveness and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services evidence requirements and the resulting information about effectiveness are public, researchers can use them to increase the rigor of their evaluations. Likewise, policymakers can demand that evidence guide funding decisions and policy.

One potential indicator of the success of increased attention to evidence of the effectiveness of home visiting on prevention of child maltreatment is the relative proportion of state and local funding available for evidence-based models compared to those with no or low levels of evidence. In turn, families will receive interventions that meet the highest levels of evidence for preventing child maltreatment, and they and the public can be confident that the programs they participate in and support through their tax dollars have the greatest potential to improve child and family well-being.
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Introduction

Over the past two decades, a growing number of home visiting programs have been developed and implemented in North America and internationally to support parents with young children. Home visiting programs for families with pregnant women and young children operate in all 50 states in the United States, with an estimated 400,000 to 500,000 families receiving services. These programs span a continuum of locally-developed programs, evidence-informed programs (developed based on evidence about best practice, but not evaluated), and evidence-based programs (those with rigorous evaluation evidence of effectiveness).

During the same time period, interest has grown among policy makers, practitioners, and funders in North America, the United Kingdom and elsewhere in promoting the use of practices and interventions with scientific evidence of effectiveness. In the US, the Obama administration has funded a range of initiatives that require the use of evidence-based strategies in areas such as teen pregnancy prevention, home visiting, education and workforce innovation. In the field of home visiting, an increasing number of programs have been rigorously evaluated and have demonstrated evidence of effectiveness in outcome domains such as parenting, maternal and child health, child development and school readiness, reductions in child maltreatment, and family economic self-sufficiency.

Subject

Identifying core components of interventions found to be effective and understanding what it takes to implement those components with fidelity to the program model is critical to successful replication and scale-up of effective programs and practices in different community contexts and populations. There is growing recognition in the early childhood field of the importance of effective implementation and the need for implementation research that can guide adoption, initial implementation, and ongoing improvement of early childhood interventions. The promise of implementation research and using data to drive program management is compelling because it offers a potential solution to the problem of persistent gaps in outcomes between at-risk children and their more well-off peers. This article discusses implementation research in the home visiting field, how such research can be used to strengthen programs and improve targeted outcomes, and the conditions and supports necessary for effective implementation.
Problems

Simply adopting an evidence-based home visiting program and meeting the initial start-up requirements of the model developer is not enough to ensure that it will produce the positive effects for children and families found in evaluation research. Home visiting services should be implemented with fidelity to the program model. For example, home visitors should have required qualifications, visits should occur at the intended frequency and duration, visit content should be delivered as intended, and the quality of services provided to families should be high. Moreover, service providers need adequate supports and resources to sustain implementation with a high degree of fidelity over time.

Research Context

While the body of rigorous research on the effectiveness of home visiting programs has grown substantially in recent years, research on implementation lags behind. Research reports and articles typically provide only minimal information about how programs are implemented and their fidelity to the program model. As national and local governments, communities and service providers seek to scale up the use of evidence-based home visiting programs, research is needed to develop program fidelity standards and measures, understand the conditions necessary for high-fidelity implementation, and create tools to assess implementation and support program improvement.

Key Research Questions

This review is designed to address two questions:

1. What do we know about fidelity of implementation in evidence-based home visiting programs?

2. What conditions and resources are necessary to support and sustain high-fidelity implementation over time?

Recent Research Results

What do we know about fidelity of implementation in evidence-based home visiting programs?

Researchers have developed a number of theoretical frameworks that define implementation fidelity. Most include adherence to the program model, dosage, quality, and participants’ responsiveness and engagement in services; some include the quality of participant-provider relationships.
While research on fidelity in home visiting programs is fairly sparse, studies have documented some components, such as dosage and duration of services, home visit content, and participant-provider relationships. Research shows that families typically receive roughly half of the number of home visits expected. For example, across three randomized controlled trials conducted of Nurse Family Partnership, average dosage of visits ranged from 45 to 62 percent. Research also shows that many, perhaps most, families enrolled in home visiting programs drop out before their eligibility ends. Some home visiting studies have varied the dosage that families were offered and found that fewer home visits produced outcomes similar to higher levels of exposure.

Systematic study of activities and topics discussed during home visits is essential for understanding whether content was delivered as intended and how content varies across families and over time. While most programs provide curriculum guidelines and training for home visitors, research suggests that content is not always delivered as planned and varies across families. For example, multiple studies have found that, despite program objectives that emphasize parenting, little time or emphasis was placed on parent-child interactions. A recent study of Early Head Start found that, on average, home visitors spent 14 percent of each home visit on activities designed to improve parent-child interactions. Fidelity frameworks also emphasize the importance of developing positive participant-home visitor relationships, since these relationships may influence the extent of parent engagement and involvement in home visits. Some research indicates that higher-quality relationships are associated with better outcomes for children.

What conditions and resources are necessary to support and sustain high-fidelity implementation over time?

Best practice and emerging research suggest that home visiting staff need training, supervision and fidelity monitoring, a supportive organizational climate, and mental health supports to sustain high-fidelity implementation over time. The effect of these kinds of supports on home visitors has not been well studied, but some research on similar interventions indicates implementation of evidence-based practices with fidelity monitoring and supportive consultation predicts lower rates of staff turnover, as well as lower levels of staff emotional exhaustion relative to services as usual. Moreover, a supportive organizational climate has been associated with more positive attitudes toward adoption of evidence-based programs.

Research Gaps

More research is needed to guide decisions about adoption, adaptation and replication, and support scale-up of evidence-based home visiting programs. For example, research is needed to determine the thresholds of dosage and duration of services necessary to positively affect family and child outcomes. Planned variation studies, in which program components, content, home visitor training, or dosage of services is varied, can identify core dimensions of implementation that are critical for achieving program impacts, as well as dimensions that could be adapted for different contexts and populations without threatening the program’s effectiveness.
To facilitate these studies, more work is needed to develop implementation measures. While some measures have been developed – such as observational measures of home visiting quality and scales for assessing the participant-home visitor relationship – their validity and reliability have not been sufficiently tested with different populations and service delivery contexts.\(^{33}\)

**Conclusions**

As interest in the promise of evidence-based home visiting programs to improve outcomes for children and families grows, policymakers and practitioners need guidance about how to implement them effectively and sustain high-fidelity implementation over the long term. While the body of implementation research on home visiting programs is growing, more work is needed. Research shows that most programs do not deliver the full dosage of services intended, and families often drop out of programs before their eligibility ends. Variation also exists in adherence to intended activities and topics covered during home visits. Emerging research points to the importance of supportive supervision, fidelity monitoring, and organizational climate to support home visitors and maintain support for the evidence-based program. Additional research on these topics can provide guidance and tools for promoting successful implementation of evidence-based home visiting and adaptation of program models to different populations and contexts.

**Implications for Parents, Services and Policy**

Supporting high-fidelity implementation of evidence-based home visiting programs has the potential to improve outcomes for at-risk children and families. Policymakers and funders should use the available research on implementation and encourage future work to guide decisions about how to scale up evidence-based programs effectively and support them over time. For example, implementation research can be used to assess the readiness of local agencies to implement home visiting programs with fidelity. Government and other funders can use implementation research to structure requirements for monitoring and reporting on specific dimensions of implementation. Government and funders at all levels can support these efforts by creating data systems to facilitate fidelity monitoring and use of data for program improvement. Moreover, implementation research can inform staff training and ongoing technical assistance. For parents, the implication is that participation and engagement matter. Parents must understand the goals of the program they are enrolling in and the expectations for taking up and participating in services. To achieve intended dosage, program staff may need to help parents address barriers to their participation.

Researchers should continue building the knowledge base about how to implement home visiting programs effectively by reporting information on implementation alongside results of rigorous effectiveness evaluations. Additional research on the replication and scale-up of home visiting programs should be conducted to identify the conditions, processes, and supports associated with achieving and sustaining high-fidelity implementation.
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